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Steam sale is a good deal for those that want a cheap computer for LAN
gaming. Asus ROG G751s is a nice computer with great specs for a great
price. It has a nice screen with a very fast refresh rate. It has a good
keyboard and a good PSU. It is also the only laptop with a GTX 750Ti. With
four GTX 750 Ti and core i7, the price is not bad for gaming. If you have a
GTX 780 or a 780 Ti I recommend you go for this computer. The only issues
with this computer is that the wifi doesn't work that well. I have an external
usb wifi adapter and it works pretty good. Also, the battery life isn't that
great. It is a great computer for gaming and if you play Steam games on full
graphic then you will get about 7 to 8 hours of battery life. It has 1TB hard
drive that is pretty fast. I use it for my home LAN gaming and it runs all my
games at 1080P resolution and 60FPS. I would recommend this computer for
a LAN gamer. If you also want an inexpensive laptop, I recommend this
computer. Rated 3 out of 5 by TestersOfficial from Asus G751
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